Family fun at Flite Fest 2015

During a four-day stretch in the middle of July, the small town of Malvern, Ohio, nearly quadrupled in size when the second annual Flite Fest was held at the 1/2-mile-long private Furey Airport. The event, organized and hosted by the crew at Flite Test, drew an estimated 1,000 pilots and nearly 4,000 attendees during the four days of open flight.

Flite Test coming to AMAEXPO 2016

Check out this video where the Flite Test crew announces plans to host the education areas of AMAEXPO January 8-10, 2016.

Check out this highlight video of Camp AMA 2015

A week's worth of fun is hard to pack into a two-minute video, check out the results below.

Hunter Jones shares his Camp AMA experience

My name is Hunter Jones and I am a rising high school senior. I have been flying RC airplanes for the past five years. During my junior year, I started an RC club at my school with the hopes of introducing my generation to this great hobby. I was nominated for the AMA Youth Leadership Award and, to my pleasant surprise, was the overall winner.

With this award, I was able to attend Camp AMA and experience one of the greatest weeks of my life.

National Wing Design Competition and Flight Challenge

The National Wing Design Competition (NWDC) is sponsored by the National Air & Space Education Institute (NASEI) and is intended to provide an introduction to aircraft design. The University of Kentucky College of Engineering and NASA have provided support for this year's NWDC. Engineering firms such as Stantec and Belcan will also support the competition. Student teams will design, fabricate, and demonstrate the flight capabilities of a wing to replace the stock Hobbico® NexSTAR™ wing.